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Abstract

and further processing and evaluating of matching results.
Therefore we are developing a matching plug-in into
the well-known and widespread open-source ontology
editor and knowledge acquisition system, Protégé. The
plug-in is called COMP and it is a tool for comparing and
evaluating various matching techniques and strategies to
help to find the appropriate ones for the concrete ontologies.

Improving the ontology integration seems to be an important thing for maintenance of cooperation among various
directions of ontology engineering (semantic web services,
social networks, etc.). While particular ontologies cover
a view at one specific domain of interest, many applications
require much more general approach to describe their data.
On this account it approaches to a promising solution to the
semantic heterogeneity, ontology matching.
Matching can be improved in various ways, such as improving matching strategies, tools and systems, basic techniques
and methods or by explaining, representing and further
processing and evaluating of matching results. This paper
describe a matching plug-in into the open-source ontology
editor, Protégé. The plug-in is called COMP and it is a tool
for comparing and evaluating various matching techniques
and strategies.

1.2. Ontology matching process
Ontology matching is the process of finding relationships
or correspondences between entities of different ontologies
which have to be semantically compared and, eventually,
joined. The output of a matching process is a set of such
correspondences between two or more ontologies called
ontology alignment. The oriented version of an ontology
alignment is ontology mapping1 .

1. Introduction

Let’s define the previous more formally:
Definition 1 (Correspondence):
Given two ontologies o and o’, a correspondence between
o and o’ is a 5-tuple: hid, e, e0 , r, ni such that:
• id is a unique identifier of the correspondence,
• e and e’ are entities of o and o’ (e. g., classes),
• r is a relation (e. g., equivalence (=), inclusion (w),
disjointness (⊥), etc.),
• µ is a confidence measure (typically in the [0,1] range)
[4].

The first part of this paper describes the motivation for
ontology matching (and the importance of its improvement)
and then matching process itself – theory, definitions and
some selected matching tools. The second part describes the
plug-in itself – its principles, structure, graphical interface,
implemented methods and testing, used Java and external
libraries and interfaces. The third part concludes the work
and discusses possible future work.

Definition 2 (Alignment):
Given two ontologies o and o’, an alignment (A) between
o and o’:
• is a set of correspondences between o and o’,
• with some additional metadata (multiplicity: 1–1, 1–*,
method, date, properties, etc.) [4].

1.1. Motivation
Ontology integration is an important activity for ontology
engineering (semantic web services, social networks, etc.).
Particular ontologies usually cover just one specific domain,
but many applications require data from several domains,
in general overlapping. In this case ontolology matching
can be done.

Definition 3 (Matching process):
The matching process (see Fig. 1) can be described by

Ontology matching can be improved in various ways:
by improving matching strategies, tools and systems, basic
techniques and methods or by explaining, representing
978-0-7695-3821-1/09 $25.00 © 2009 IEEE
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1. Mathematical definition of mapping requires relation of equivalence,
but ontology mapping can be seen as a collection of mapping rules with
same direction (from one ontology to another, Source → Target).
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Ontology merging and translation support. Matches
computed by algorithm are weighted according to interestingness and provided for the user to approve. Also
keeps tabs on possible inconsistencies introduced,
CogZ (Cognitive Support and Visualization for HumanGuided Mapping Systems) tries to improve the user
interface of Prompt. It investigates user support during
ontology mapping.

Figure 1. Schema of a matching process.

2. Plug-in COMP
the function f, that from two source ontologies o and o’,
input (preliminary) alignment A, a set of parameters (e. g.,
threshold) and resources (e. g., provenance metadata) returns
alignment A’ between these two ontologies:

COMP (Comparing Ontology Matching Plug-in) is
a plug-in to Protégé-OWL 4.0 (see Fig. 2). The ProtégéOWL editor is an extension of Protégé that supports
the Web Ontology Language (OWL). OWL [9] is the
most recent development in standard ontology languages,
endorsed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to
promote the Semantic Web vision. An OWL ontology
may include descriptions of classes, properties and their
instances.

A0 = f (o, o0 , A, p, r).

1.3. Matching tools
Ontology matching is in most cases maintained manually
or semi-automatically, mostly with support of some
graphical user interface. Manual specification of ontology
parts for matching is time consuming and moreover
error prone process. Therefore there is a need for the
development of faster and/or less complicated methods,
which can process ontologies at least semi-automatically.

2.1. Principles

There exist several ontology editors. Let’s mention only
editors able to match (and sometimes more – merge,
manipulate, etc.) ontologies:

COMP should be (among others) a tool for comparing
ontology matching. That is to be able to compare various
matching algorithms. But its goal is not to be only an
evaluation tool, but it should help to find appropriate
algorithms, methods or their combinations for different
kinds (formats, size, . . . ) or parts (basic root concepts, leave
concepts, instances, properties, etc.) of ontologies, when
every ontology has its own feature set.

Chimaera [2]
Chimaera is a software system that supports users in creating
and maintaining distributed ontologies on the web. Two
major functions it supports are merging multiple ontologies
together and diagnosing individual or multiple ontologies. It
supports users in such tasks as loading knowledge bases in
differing formats, reorganizing taxonomies, resolving name
conflicts, browsing ontologies, editing terms, etc.

If n1 is number of concepts in o and n2 is number of
concepts in o’, then the goal is to find optimal mapping
function M1 indicating a mapping by first method from
each concept in o to a corresponding concept(s) in o’.
Generally, each element from o creates correspondence as
a one-dimensional array with maximum n2 elements from
o’. Consequently, we have to compare it with function M2
for the second method and its output correspondence array

•
•

Browser-based environment for editing, merging and
testing large ontologies,
Matching only a small subset of features, in addition
suggests candidates for taxonomy reorganization.

Protégé Prompt [7]
Prompt is an extension plug-in to the Protégé editor [12].
Among other operations with pairs of ontologies (merging,
extraction, versioning, . . . ) Prompt offers also an interface
for transformation of one ontology into another one.
Therefore it is using matching first.
Figure 2. Connection of the plug-in to the application.
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with maximum n2 elements.

2.2.2. Output class Output.java. The class Output provides
the output connection derived from realized test of two
ontologies. In this plug-in we use C-OWL alignment [1] as
an output format. C-OWL is a language whose syntax and
semantics have been obtained by extending the OWL syntax
and semantics to allow for the representation of contextual
ontologies. It express explicit mappings between heterogeneous ontologies (rather their classes or individuals), when
their contents are kept local and therefore not shared with
other ontologies. This format implements so called bridging
rules between ontologies, that identify found relationship
between elements of source ontologies o and o’. The COWL format implements five bridging rules (later saved by
the module in the C-OWL format):
• more general,
• more specific,
• equivalent,
• disjoint,
• overlapping.

In our approach we would like to expect both internal
relationships and external relationships. Therefore, we
define the following:
Definition 4 (Internal relationship):
Intensional relationship of a concept c is defined as a tuple:
IRc = (Nc , Pc , Ic ),
which describes the basic features of the concept, where:
• Nc is a name of the concept c. Every concept has only
one unique name.
• Pc is a set of properties related with the concept.
• Ic is a set of instances associated with the concept.
Definition 5 (External relationship):
Extensional relationship of a concept c profiles the structural property of the concept by its relations with other
concepts (determines situation of the concept in the whole
ontology) and is defined as:

2.2.3. Classes for ontology matching. In the part tests
of the package are saved such classes, that implement
testing of particular elements of the input ontologies. For
simplification we created a class DefaultTest containing
methods and initialized parameters, that every test on these
ontologies must contain. These are especially methods for
communication with graphical interface of the plug-in.

ERc = Rc ,
where:
• Rc is a set of relations that related the concept with
other concepts in the ontology.
From above, COMP should show both results (or subresults) of function M1 and M2 using IRc and ERc . COMP
is designed for transparent depiction of all the relationships
represented by splines between concepts (with their name,
properties and appropriate instances), that we can select by
mouseclick. All the results can be saved for later reuse.

Creating of a new test is not difficult and it has two steps:
1) creating the class for testing,
2) initiate the test class into graphical interface.
All the costs needed to matching take place in the class
constructor. When the selected method finds a match, it is
saved into arrays set1 and set2. The text representation of
the relationships type for C-OWL are saved into an array
type and as the last it is necessary to assign to an array odds
probability of the match. Then we have to implement the
method returnString providing only the text protocol about
used methods and parameters. Implementation of new testing
methods can be realized by adding parameters into Choice
class in the root part of the package.

2.2. Package structure
The package is structured into three parts. The first one
is the root directory with classes providing communication
with Protégé itself or creating an output alignment format.
The second part is a directory containing classes providing
graphical representation of the plug-in. The last part is
a directory with classes containing methods for finding
correspondences between elements in input ontologies.

2.3. Graphical Interface

2.2.1. Main class MatchOntology.java. The class
MatchOntology is the main class of the plug-in. This class
is inherited from the class AbstractOWLViewComponent,
which do not reflect the changes of selected class. The
class implements only methods initialiseOWLView and
disposeOWLView. The class provides connection between
the plug-in and the Protégé system, creates graphical
environment (during initialization), sets a list of used
ontologies (“recent files”) and provides saving newly
opened ontologies.

Graphical user interface is divided into four panes, such
as many other plug-ins for Protégé. Therefore the plug-in
can be easily increased for additional functions. The first
pane (Main) is important for loading an ontology, that will
be matched with an ontology loaded in an active Protégé
interface. There is a list of recently used files and some
settings (i. e., directories, conditionals, . . . ) too.
The second pane (Overview) is a table with general
information (names, URIs, count of classes, . . . ) about the
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ontologies we would like to match. The third pane is a text
list of all classes. Their structure is signed by row offset.
The fourth and the most important pane (Matching) contains
the selection menu with methods applicable for ontologies,
a menu for determining the result scheme, a button for
saving the output C-OWL alignment. There is a component
for result visualisation under these control elements. This
component is put together from two JTree components. In
this method there are functions for depiction of connection
splines between ontology elements (see Fig. 5). This component is inspired by matching tool COMA++ [3] (compare
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

Figure 4. COMA++ GUI – configuration of matchers.

2.3.1. Working with classes in graphical representation
of the module. During creation of graphical representation
of output from this module was necessary to rebuild the
component for visualisation of classes in both ontologies.
With unique name assumption in one chosen ontology we fill
given trees by object hierarchy and then we can work with
these object on the same level. Three lists of corresponding
elements are returned after testing of similarity in ontologies
(same elements for each ontology and a value of similarity
for each relationship). These lists are inserted (together
with selected colour) into the component. We use object
CubicCurve2D for drawing the splines. In the middle of
the spline we show the percent value of similarity. After
selecting some class, we show only such relationships, that
relate with this class and its subclasses. We can also pack
or unpack some parts of ontology.

Figure 5. Mapping of correspondencies for the selected
class and its subclasses.
bibliographic ontology should look. Of course, it exist a
lot of different classification of publications (i. e., based
on content and quality). Concrete reference ontology in
test suite is based on categories of publications. Reference
ontology is compared with various modifications of this
ontology.

2.4. Implemented methods and testing

Systematic experimental testing suite is built on one
reference ontology and its variants. These ontologies are
described in OWL-DL and serialized into RDF/XML format.
Reference ontology contains 33 named classes, 24 object
properties, 40 datatype properties, 56 named instances and
20 anonymous instances. Variants are aimed especially at
characterization of behaviour of different tools, not at real
life situations. Variants have three groups:
1) Easy tests – here we compare reference ontology with
itself, other irrelevant ontology (i. e., wine ontology)
or the same ontology with different constraints (OWLLite).
2) Systematic tests – if we remove some elements
from reference ontology, we can test algorithms in
situations, when certain part is missing. Ontologies in
this section are ready for testing in six categories:
• Names – names of objects can be substitute by
random words, synonyms, other rules or words in
different language than English.
• Comments – comments can be removed or translated to different language.
• Hierarchies – can be removed, extended or lim-

Within the frame of the plug-in we implemented
several basic methods comparing foremost text strings in
term of word similarity of element names in ontology.
From this reason we conduct the experiments on OAEI [8]
benchmark test suite related with our implemented methods.
Test library consist of reference ontology for making
different tests according to various criterion. Reference
ontology is coming out attitudinal point of view, how

Figure 3. The fourth pane of the plug-in – Matching.
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ited.
Individuals – can be removed.
• Properties – can be removed or limited over
deleted classes.
• Classes – can be extended by several classes or
limited.
3) real-life tests – four real-life ontologies containing bibliographic links found on the Web and let
unchanged (excepting added attributes xmlns and
xml:base)

developed at University of Manchester, but it has important contributors from various groups and companies. This
interface is a headstone of the Protégé system itself. The
last version of this API is focused on OWL-2, that includes
OWL-Lite, OWL-DL and some elements of OWL-Full.
OWL-API is an open-source interface under LGPL license
and it contains following components:
• Application interface for implementation functional
OWL-2 relationships in memory.
• RDF/XML parser and writer.
• OWL/XML parser and writer.
• OWL parser and writer of functional syntax
• Support for integration with reasoners (i. e., Pellet [11],
Fact++ [5], . . . ).
• Support for debugging and tuning.

•

These test suite should be lasting measure and therefore can
be used in many applications. Figure 6 shows comparing
reference ontology with ontology containing among others
random class names and we can see the comparison of two
different results for two methods – in this case concretely
3-Gram similarity (blue line) and Levenshtein distance (red
line).

The core of OWL-API provides data structures representing
OWL ontologies, it contains classes for maintenance
(creation, manipulation, syntax analysis, expressing and
reasoning) objects in ontologies and roughly corresponds
to abstract OWL syntax.

2.5. Used Java libraries
For graphical representation of plug-in we used Swing
component package. Swing is a library of user elements
on Java platform for controlling computer over graphical
interface. Swing provides application interface for creating
and maintenance of classic graphical user interface. We can
make windows, dialogues, buttons, frames, combo boxes,
etc.

Class OWLOntology – It provides explicit contexts for
classes and properties.
Class OWLClass – It serves for representation of ontological class. The class itself is quite “light” object (it contains
no information about definitions to be used with it). Axioms
related to the class contains object OWLOntology, because
of relationships within the frame of whole ontology.

For maintenance of actions called by user input we used
AWT library, basic library of graphical interface in Java.
Swing uses methods of classes in AWT library, that contains components and constructs to its maintenance natively
included in Java. For simplification of user actions (opening
ontologies, setting directories, . . . ) we use class Properties
for representation of persistent set of properties. These can
be loaded via data flow (i. e., file) and particular keys of the
list are represented as datatype string. These information are
saved into separate configuration ini file in a directory for
Protégé configuration.

OWLProperty – OWL distinguishes two type of properties,
first properties of object (related to instances) and the second
data properties (related to concrete values of instances).
These classes are strictly differentiated (OWLObjectProperty
and OWLDataProperty).
Maintenance of ontologies – Structures of data model
provide representation of basic elements. Maintenance and
creation of ontologies is controled using class OWLOntologyManager2 . Manager is responsible for monitoring ontology, working with concrete ontology formats and changes
in ontology.

2.6. OWL-API – Ontology interface
OWL-API [10] is a Java interface and implementation
for ontological language OWL specified by W3C. It is

URI Mapping – Class URIMapper gives support for separation of logical and physical URIs (separation for off-line
work, temporary saving of ontologies, solving problems with
identification name/placing during import).
Factory and Storer – Classes OWLFactory and OWLStorer
serve for loading or saving ontologies. It represents further
level of abstraction over parsers and interpreters. It allow us
to get ontologies from various data sources (not only files
and streams, but also databases, repositories, . . . ).
2. It supersedes OWLConnection and OWLManager from original implementation.

Figure 6. Comparing of basic matching methods.
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2.7. Used external libraries
For easy extending of plug-in functionality we used
some specialized libraries, that simplify an access to testing
ontologies. All the packages are mapped in manifest file.
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